The goal of the presented work is to determine the shape of transmission overhead line structure foundations. A seismic imaging technique is used. It is formulated as an inverse scattering problem where two-dimensional maps of the pressure-and shear-wave velocities are estimated. The inversion amounts to a large-scale, nonlinear programming problem. It is rendered all the more difficult by the large dimensions of the scattering object and the high velocity contrasts. In this context, our goal is to propose an inversion scheme that produces precise images with an acceptable computational effort. This goal is met by combining the following elements: (i) minimization of a penalized least-square criterion with a quasi-Newton algorithm, (ii) frequency domain formulation in order to introduce the measured data progressively and (iii) introduction of a logarithmic change of variables for the quantities to be estimated. The latter point is our main contribution. Its role is to counterbalance the lack of sensitivity of the criterion and its introduction results in a significant acceleration of the inversion process.
INTRODUCTION

RTE
* has initiated a challenging project aimed at determining the geometry of transmission overhead line structure foundations from indirect measurements acquired at the ground surface. A seismic imaging procedure has been adopted. Our goal is to provide an inversion scheme with reasonable computational requirements in order to determine the foundation shapes from the measurements.
The wavelengths of the probing waves and the dimensions of the foundations are of the same order of magnitude. Moreover, we are in the presence of a strong scatterer: foundations are made of concrete and its physical characteristics strongly differ from those of the earth. This results in scattering effects that must be taken into account to achieve an accurate imaging of the unknown underground medium. 1, 2 The nonlinear relation between the underground characteristics and the measurements must then be considered and the resulting imaging problem is of the inverse scattering type for which the Born approximation is not valid.
In this case, a common approach is to perform iterative minimization of a non-quadratic cost function. The optimization procedure may be performed with a nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm, 3-5 a quasi-Newton method 6 or a Newton-type method (Newton-Kantorovitch 7 or Levenberg-Marquardt which is equivalent to the distorted Born algorithm 8 ). In this paper, a penalized least-square criterion is minimized with the L-BFGS algorithm which is particularly suited to nonlinear large-scale problems.
However, the contrast is so large that a lack of sensitivity of the criterion appears. This results in a significant slow down of the inversion procedure. In this paper, we propose to circumvent this problem by using a variable substitution technique. The resulting acceleration is illustrated on a synthetic example of reduced size. Shortterm developments will enable to performs tests on real-data cases. 
CONTEXT AND INVERSION PROCEDURE
Imaging Procedure
To probe the underground medium, a seismic source is used to generate waves and several geophones record the particle velocity of the scattered waves (vertical component only). The system is placed on the surface, roughly in a plane of symmetry of the foundation. The acquisition process is repeated for several successive locations of the source in order to get richer information.
In this paper, a synthetic example of reduced size is considered:
• the probed medium is composed of a rectangular block of concrete completely surrounded by earth (no interface with the air);
• the medium is 110 cm wide and 50 cm deep and is discretized with a resolution of 5 cm × 5 cm;
• the concrete scatterer is 30 cm wide and 25 cm deep. Its pressure-and shear-wave velocities are: v • the medium is probed with a 200 Hz Ricker wavelet successively emitted from 4 locations 15 cm above the concrete element;
• 22 geophones are placed 15 cm above the concrete element, every 5 cm.
A scheme of the corresponding configuration is presented in Fig. 1 .
Resolution of the Forward Problem
The aim of the forward problem is to produce a synthetic set of data from the knowledge of the acquisition protocol (positions of the source and receivers, signal emitted by the source) and of the underground characteristics. A two-dimensional elastic model is used to describe the propagation of waves through the underground medium.
9
The probed medium is then characterized by the spatial distribution of the pressure-wave velocity v p and the shear-wave velocity v s .
In the following, italic fonts, bold-italic fonts and bold-straight fonts denote scalars, column vectors and matrices, respectively.
The propagation equations are written in the frequency domain which is a commonly adopted approach in seismic waveform inversion.
2 They are discretized with a finite-difference scheme on two staggered grids using the so-called Saenger stencil.
10 Boundary conditions called Perfectly Matched Layers 11 are introduced in order to work on a finite spatial domain. For each position k of the seismic source and each frequency f , the set of synthetic data g f,k can be related to the underground characteristic fields as follows:
where :
SPIE-IS&T/ Vol. 7873 787304-2 • F f,k corresponds to the horizontal and vertical fields of force in the medium. It is deduced from the signal emitted by the seimic source;
) is the impedance matrix. It links the force fields to the particle velocity fields in the medium. It varies with the frequency f ;
• E 1 is a sampling matrix used to extract the components measured by the geophones.
The data g f,k is written as a function of v 
where Diag{w } is a diagonal matrix with w as main diagonal, and:
• A f,0 is a matrix depending on the frequency f ; 2, 3 are matrices corresponding to finite-difference operators.
For each position k of the seismic source, a set of data g f,k can be represented in the time-domain as a seismogram. For the example described above, the seismogram corresponding to the second source position is given in Fig. 2. 
Resolution of the Inverse Problem
The aim of the inverse problem is to determine the spatial distributions of characteristics v p and v s from the knowledge of the acquisition protocol (positions of the source and the receivers, signal emitted by the source) and the measurements (signals recorded by the geophones). To solve the inverse problem, a penalized least-square criterion is minimized:
According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the model output
is nonlinearly related to the unknowns. Given the large scale of the problem, the inversion is thus expected to be difficult to solve (with the possible presence of local minima) and to require large amounts of memory and computation time.
The criterion (3) incorporates a weighted regularization term C reg . Its role is to introduce a priori information into the inversion process in order to counterbalance the ill-posedness of the problem. The underground medium is known to mainly consist of two smooth areas (earth and concrete) separated by sharp boundaries. To take this information into account while keeping the criterion differentiable, a smooth approximation of total variation is adopted:
where D is a matrix used to compute the variations of fields v 2 p and v 2 s between all pairs of neighboring points (4-connexity).
The direct application of a local optimization technique to criterion (3) does not yield satisfactory results. Indeed, early stalling of the algorithm is observed. Such a phenomenon is usually observed in seismic waveform inversion in the frequency domain. A commonly adopted solution is to introduce the data progressively from the low to the high frequencies.
2 Here, the minimization process is first performed using the lowest frequency data only. When convergence is reached, the data corresponding to the second lowest frequency are added to the criterion and the previous result is used to initialize the algorithm. This procedure is repeated until the whole criterion C is minimized.
12 It enables to produce spatially smooth maps in a first time subsequently and gradually then to retrieve sharper variations of fields v p and v s .
Synthetic Example
Application of the inversion procedure
The inversion procedure was applied to the synthetic example described in Sec. 2.1. To generate the set of data, the forward problem was solved and white noise was added to the data (signal-to-noise level of 30 dB). Ten frequencies were selected equally distributed in the bandwidth of the signal source (from 50 to 500 Hz with a step of 50 Hz).
The hyperparameters of the criterion γ and δ (see Eqs. (3) and (4)) were set to 10 −17 and 10 5 respectively. The criterion (3) was jointly optimized with respect to σ p = v 2 p and σ s = v 2 s using a L-BFGS type algorithm. It is a quasi-Newton method based only on criterion and gradient computations. It is well suited to our large-scale nonlinear optimization problem since it requires a small amount of storage to approximate the Hessian. More precisely, we resorted to the L-BFGS-B variant, 13 which allows one to account for bound constraints on the unknows, and in particular the positivity of the components of σ p and σ s .
All tests were performed on a computer equiped with eight quad-core 3 GHz processors and 16 GB memory.
Interpretation of the results
We followed the progress of the inversion algorithm for two different initializations. The results are presented in Fig. 3 . During the inversion, each term of the criterion was added progressively with the introduction of the corresponding frequency in the inversion process. This explains the presence of peaks in its temporal evolution.
In the first case, the initial maps were entirely set to the earth characteristics. Convergence was considered to be reached when the L ∞ norm of the projected gradient was below a given value ε during ten sucessive iterations (ε was fixed by the user). The temporal evolution of the criterion shows that about four hours were necessary to reach convergence. Despite this long computation time, the medium was not correctly imaged: the earth and concrete areas were very heterogeneous and the pressure-and shear-wave velocities of concrete were largely underestimated. Decreasing the value of ε would have led to better final maps but it would have required even more time.
In the second case, the maps were initialized to the perfect solution, i.e. the perfectly rectangular scatterer used to simulate the data. The same stopping condition was used. We observed a very slow decrease of the criterion from the first iterations and convergence was not reached after four hours for the first frequency. Therefore, it appears that for both initializations, the inversion process did not converge towards similar solutions in a reasonable time.
We explain the slow evolution of the inversion process by the lack of sensitivity of the criterion with respect to the scatterer characteristics. A little change on the concrete pressure-and shear-velocities has almost no impact on the synthetic data set. As a consequence, a very slight progress of the inversion algorithm is observed at each iteration as soon as the current velocity values of the scatterer begin to raise. We now show that the use of an alternate couple of variable significantly improves the inversion algorithm performance.
ACCELERATION WITH A VARIABLE SUBSTITUTION
Introduction of an Alternate Couple of Variables
In Eqs. (3) and (4), the criterion is written as a function of v 
as long as h is a diffeomorphism (i.e. a differentiable one-to-one mapping) defined on (0, +∞).
This amounts to minimizing
C σ (σ p , σ s ) = C(h −1 (σ p ), h −1 (σ s )) where h −1 (σ p ) = (h −1 (σ p,m ), m = 1, . . . , M) and h −1 (σ s ) = (h −1 (σ s,m ), m = 1, .
. . , M).
The variable substitution affects the computation of the gradient as follows:
The variable substitution thus acts as a variable diagonal preconditioner.
14 If h is linear, the variable substitution has no impact on the minimization process. A change of the algorithm behavior will be observed only if h is a nonlinear function.
Let us also underline that the regularization term (Eq. (4)) can act either upon the original variables v 
Acceleration of the Convergence with a Logarithmic Variable Substitution
In our example, the data are relatively insensitive to large velocity values. The variable substitution should thus be chosen so that variations on squared velocities imply smaller variations of σ for large velocity values. An obvious choice could be σ p = v p and σ s = v s (i.e. h(v 2 ) = v ). However, choosing σ p and σ s as the componentwise logarithm of v p and v s (i.e. h(v 2 ) = ln v ) results in an even faster convergence. Moreover, we have found that the medium is better imaged when the regularization term penalizes the variables σ = ln v .
In this case, the hyperparameters of the criterion γ and δ (see Eqs. (3) and (4)) were set to 5 × 10 −12 and 10 −2 . The results are presented in Fig. 4 .
The inversion process was drastically accelerated by the logarithmic change of variables. When the initial maps were set to the earth characteristics, convergence was reached in about ten minutes, whereas four hours were necessary originally. Moreover, when the maps were initialized to the perfect solution, an evolution was observed and the algorithm converged towards similar images for the two tested initializations.
On the final maps, the earth and concrete areas were more homogeneous than with the use of the squared velocities (Fig. 3) . The estimated pressure-and shear-wave velocities of concrete were also larger. However, they remained underestimated. The use of a stricter stopping condition would have led to better estimated concrete velocities but it would have implied a longer computation time.
Additional Comparisons
In the above subsection, the improvement of the inversion algorithm resulted from the use of the logarithm of the pressure-and shear-velocities (i) as optimization variables and (ii) as regularization variables. Here, we focus on the contribution of the variable substitution to the acceleration of the convergence.
Moreover, the improvement was linked to the high contrast between the earth and the concrete velocities (see the description of the synthetic example in Sec. 2 and the interpretation of the first results in Sec. 2.4.2). In this subsection, the contribution of the variable substitution is evaluated on lower contrast configurations.
We compared the computation times required to reach the convergence in the following cases:
1. The optimization variables were changed while the regularization variables remained the same. We considered the cases where the optimization variables were the squared velocities (h(v 2 ) = v 2 ), the velocities (h(v 2 ) = v ) and the logarithm of the velocities (h(v 2 ) = ln v ). The regularization variables were the logarithm of the velocities. The hyperparameters γ and δ were set to 5 × 10 −12 and 10 −2 .
2. We considered two other configurations corresponding to lower levels of contrast: the concrete velocities v In each case, the initial maps were set to the earth characteristics. The inversion was performed under the same conditions as before. We retained the largest possible value of ε (see Sec. 2.4.2) provided that the solution could be retrieved by thresholding the final maps. The results are summarized in Tab. 1.
It appears that the use of a logarithmic variable substitution is relevant. For each of the three configurations, the fastest convergence occured when the optimization variables were the logarithm of the velocities. For the third configuration (high constrast), the convergence is reached more than 13 times faster than with the squared velocities. However, the level of contrast had a substantial impact on the computation time:
• the computation time tended to decrease for lower levels of contrast whatever the variable substitution;
• the acceleration due to the logarithmic variable substitution was less significant for lower contrasts: for the first configuration, the convergence is reached 7 times faster than with the squared velocities.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a synthetic example of reduced size was considered. We showed that a logarithmic variable substitution could significantly reduce the computation time required to solve the inverse problem. This enabled us to apply our procedure to more realistic configurations including an interface with the air and a more complex geometry of the scatterer. The addition of more specific a priori information concerning the shape of the scatterer is currently being studied.
Our algorithm was first developped on Matlab. It will not be able to handle the memory space required to work on real-sized configurations. Therefore, a translation of our algorithm to C++ is currently performed. This will enable us to apply our inversion procedure on such problems and to process real data sets.
